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Abstract17

Motivated by radar and near-infrared data indicating that Titan’s polar lakes are extremely smooth, we18

consider the conditions under which a lake surface will be ruffled by wind to form capillary waves. We19

evaluate laboratory data on wind generation and derive, without scaling for surface tension effects, a20

threshold for pure methane/ethane of ~0.5-1 m/s. However, we compute the physical properties of21

predicted Titan lake compositions using the National Institute for Standards Technology (NIST) code and22

note that dissolved amounts of C3 and C4 compounds are likely to make Titan lakes much more viscous23

than pure ethane or methane, even without allowing for suspended particulates which would increase24

the viscosity further. Wind tunnel experiments show a strong dependence of capillary wave growth on25

liquid viscosity, and this effect may explain the apparent absence so far of waves, contrary to prior26

expectations that generation of gravity waves by wind should be easy on Titan. On the other hand, we27

note that winds over Titan lakes predicted with the TitanWRF Global Circulation Model indicate radar28

observations so far have in any case been when winds have been low (~0.5-0.7 m/s) , possibly below the29

wave generation threshold, while peak winds during summer may reach 1-2 m/s. Thus observations of30

Titan’s northern lakes during the coming years by the Cassini Solstice mission offer the highest31

probability of observing wind-roughening of lake surfaces, while observations of Ontario Lacus in the32

south will likely continue to show it to be flat and smooth.33
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37

1. Introduction38

In our solar system at present, only Earth and Titan are known have standing bodies of meteorologically39

emplaced liquid on their surface. Some early consideration of waves on Titan (Srokosz et al., 1992;40

Ghafoor et al., 2000; Ori et al., 1998) focussed on gravity waves, and noted that in Titan’s low gravity,41

such waves would be large. Elachi et al. (1991) noted that capillary waves would be of a comparable42

scale to those on Earth, and might substantially affect the backscatter of liquid surfaces imaged by radar.43

The Huygens probe was designed with the prospect of splashing down into a sea of liquid hydrocarbons44

(e.g. Lorenz, 1994), and was equipped with tilt sensors expressly for measuring wave motion (e.g45

Zarnecki et al., 1997).46

Ghafoor et al. (2000) scaled empirical terrestrial wave spectra to Titan gravity, and suggested that a 147

m/s wind would generate waves with a significant wave height of 20cm (comparable with those48

generated by winds of 3 m/s on Earth.) However, Lorenz et al. (2005) pointed out that the different air49

density and liquid properties (density, surface tension and viscosity) would all influence the wave50

generation process. In particular, they showed in wind tunnel experiments that waves form more easily51

on a kerosene surface than a water one.52

These considerations remained somewhat academic for some time, since the Huygens probe landed on53

a solid surface, albeit one that was both damp (Lorenz et al., 2006) and soft (Zarnecki et al., 2005).54

However, as Cassini data on Titan’s polar regions emerged, bodies of standing liquid were eventually55

identified (Stofan et al., 2007; Brown et al., 2008; Turtle et al., 2009). These bodies, including over 10056

small lakes (e.g. Hayes et al., 2008) and two large seas (Ligeia Mare, about 500km across, and Kraken57

Mare, about 1000km across) are almost exclusively in the northern hemisphere (Lopes et al., 2007;58
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Aharonson et al., 2009). Only a couple of lakes, notably 250x70km Ontario Lacus (Turtle et al., 2009;59

Brown et al., 2008; Barnes et al., 2009; Lorenz et al., 2009; Wall et al., submitted) are present in the60

south. Why there should be such a dichotomy between the hemispheres is not known, although a61

compelling idea (Aharonson et al., 2009) is that the astronomical configuration of the seasons, with62

southern summer shorter but hotter than the northern summer (as is the case on Mars), drives volatiles63

such as methane and ethane to the north pole.64

A distinctive feature of the appearance of Titan’s northern lakes (Stofan et al., 2007) is their extremely65

low radar reflectivity. This was noted to require a rather smooth surface, although quantitative66

constraints were not determined. Similarly, Brown et al. (2008) suggest that the near-infrared67

reflectivity of Ontario Lacus in the south (observed on Cassini encounter T38, December 2007) is such as68

to require it to be very smooth (they extrapolate observations to indicate that the 5-micron reflectivity69

at zero airmass ‘approaches’ zero, which would imply a lack of scattering facets at that scale, but do not70

determine a quantitative roughness value) . More recently, a detailed analysis of the amplitude71

histograms of radar altimeter data from T49 (December 2008) showing striking specular reflections72

(Wye et al., 2009) indicates that Ontario Lacus is exceptionally smooth, with a root-mean-square surface73

height variation of <3mm over ~100mscattering areas. This suggests that even capillary waves are not74

present, which raises the question of what conditions this might imply about the lake and/or the winds75

above it.76

Recent imaging radar observations (Wall et al., submitted) have however identified morphological77

evidence of wave action on one shore of Ontario Lacus. So, pre-Cassini expectations were that waves78

should be easy to generate on Titan, and there is some morphological evidence that some time in the79

past waves have occurred, yet in the handful of observations of lakes and seas on Titan so far, all the80
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indications are that waves are not present. This paper proposes some solutions to this apparent81

paradox.82

83

2. Wave Generation Threshold84

For the present we confine ourselves to the qualitative question of whether there are ‘perceptable’85

waves or not – a fuller quantitative analysis of wave growth will require consideration of the dominant86

wavelength and quite possibly other considerations such as the depth of the liquid and the strength of87

the wind-blown currents in the liquid. In fact, there is not a particularly clean answer to this question88

even for waves on Earth, which have received scientific attention for over a century and a half. Several89

theoretical models exist for the generation of waves (notably the shear model (Miles, 1996) and the90

‘sheltering’ model (Jeffreys, 1925)), but none of them are analytically simple or comprehensively91

accurate.92

Threshold windspeeds are summarized in a paper by Kahma and Donelan (1999) – we summarize their93

findings in Figure 1. Empirical field observations on Earth dating back to Russell in Scotland in 184494

suggest thresholds ranging between 0.4 m/s and 2 m/s, the scatter resulting somewhat on the95

subjective assessment of when organized waves appear. Laboratory thresholds are generally about96

twice as high, presumably in part due to the lower turbulence in wind tunnel flows.97

Reviewing the data, then, a terrestrial threshold speed range of 1-2 m/s is consistent with theoretical,98

field and laboratory studies. All else being equal, the same wind stress would be generated on Titan by99

winds of 0.5-1 m/s, since the atmosphere is 4 times denser; this should be the wave generation100

threshold for a liquid that has the same properties at Titan surface conditions (notably, 90-94K) as water101

does on Earth.102
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Energy is provided to a wave from the freestream wind by a combination of shear friction and103

differential pressure on the upwind and downwind faces of the wave. Larger waves will extract more104

energy from the wind, but energy is lost due to viscosity (particularly when the wave amplitude105

becomes comparable with the depth) and to nonlinear effects which transfer energy to longer-106

wavelength gravity waves. Thus as the waves grow, their dissipation increases too, and ultimately an107

approximate steady-state results where the wave height becomes constant (in the ocean context, this is108

a ‘fully-developed’ sea).109

In the field, it is readily observed that patches of capillary waves (‘catspaw’) form quickly with fetches of110

less than a few meters. Laboratory experiments with fetches of less than several meters may111

underestimate wave height (or equivalently, overestimate the threshold for a given wave height)112

because waves have not had time to grow fully. This discrepancy can be noted in experiments where113

the wave height is measured at several fetches simultaneously. It is also seen in Figure 1 where the114

experiments of Kahma and Donelan (1988) with a fetch of 4.7m are compared with those of Lorenz et al.115

(2005) with a fetch of only 1m – the required windspeeds in the latter are double the former. The116

experiments of Lorenz et al. (2005) also included generation of waves in kerosene, which has (see table117

1) some physical properties somewhat closer to candidate Titan liquids than does water. They found118

that the threshold for wave generation in kerosene was somewhat lower than for water – indeed, in119

Figure 1 we see that the waveheights for a fetch of ~1m in kerosene are comparable with those for a120

fetch of 4.7m in water. Curiously, Kahma and Donelan (1988) note that in at least some circumstances121

higher surface tension can lead to larger waves, all else being equal . Apparently some combination of122

kerosene’s lower density and lower viscosity than water overwhelms the effect of its lower surface123

tension, such that in Lorenz’s experiments waves were easier to generate.124
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It is clear that the parameter space of density, surface tension and viscosity has not been adequately125

explored experimentally to fully separate these effects, and thus future wind tunnel experiments in this126

direction are urged. The higher air density is, however, a somewhat straightforward factor to include127

and is the basis for suggesting a 0.5-1 m/s threshold for the present by scaling the recommended128

terrestrial value (note that since we discuss capillary waves, the different gravity on Titan is not a factor129

– though that is not the case in considering the ultimate size of large gravity waves once capillary waves130

form and begin to transfer energy from wind to lake).131

132

Note that the effect of viscosity is in part moderated by the depth of the liquid – viscous shear increases133

substantially if the depth is shallow. This is an important point to bear in mind in wind tunnel134

experiments, but can also be an important effect in the field in localities where lakebeds have very135

shallow slopes (see Figure 2). Since slopes at Ontario Lacus are only of the order of ~10^-4 (e.g. Lorenz136

et al., 2009), centimeter depths likely to provide substantial damping may extend to kilometers from137

the shoreline – an effect that may manifest itself as a specularly-reflecting rim around an otherwise138

wind-roughened lake.139

140

3. Titan Lake Properties141

We now turn to the composition and properties of Titan lakes. The most probable composition in142

equilibrium with the present atmosphere is ethane-rich (see below), although a methane-rich seasonal143

layer cannot be ruled out (except at Ontario, where the Brown et al. (2008) observation implies at least144

some ethane). Pure methane, which would provide an end-member case for many physical properties,145

can be discounted as its existence would represent an extreme thermodynamic disequilibrium. A146
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methane-nitrogen composition is considered as a concession to the possibility of a seasonal layer or147

recent rainstorm. Thus, pure substance data in table 1 are provided for context and information only148

(see also Lorenz et al., 2003). A 25% nitrogen / 75% methane liquid is roughly in thermodynamic149

equilibrium with the ambient atmosphere of ~5% methane.150

However, some amount of higher hydrocarbons is also produced by atmospheric photochemistry and151

will be deposited in the lakes. The amounts produced differ between various photochemical models (see152

Lorenz and Lunine, 1996 and also discussion of solutes in Raulin, 1987) and may or may not reach153

saturation in the liquid. More recent work by Cordier et al. (2009) suggests values that range from ~7-8%154

for C3H8 (propane), 2-3% for HCN (hydrogen cyanide), 1% for C2H2 (acetylene) and some C4155

hydrocarbons, to 0.2% for C6H6 (benzene), 0.1% for CH3CN and 0.03% for CO2. Although density and156

surface tension are not strongly sensitive to these minor constituents, viscosity can be significantly157

affected, as is well-known in the petrochemicals industry.158

We have calculated the relevant properties in table 1 using the NIST-14 Mixture Property Database159

(Friend, 1992). This program uses a Peng-Robinson equation of state for coexisting-phase composition160

calculations. The NIST Extended Corresponding States model with exact shape factors and van der Waals161

one-fluid mixing rules are used for single phase properties.162

A result of particular note is that ethane-rich compositions are significantly more (~5x) viscous than is163

pure methane or methane nitrogen. Further, the ‘doped’ Cordier compositions with propane and164

butane have viscosities higher still – in some cases exceeding an order of magnitude a higher than pure165

methane. Figure 3 shows the effect of such a viscosity increase (generated in an experiment by Kahma166

and Donelan, 1998 by exploiting the temperature dependence of the viscosity of water). This viscosity167
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increase drops the wave height by a factor of 5 or so (or equivalently, increases the wave generation168

threshold).169

The effective viscosity of Titan lakes may be enhanced substantially further above the ‘clean’ liquid170

values above, since solid material (such as tholin haze) may be very fine-grained, and will thus have a171

very small sedimentation velocity. Lunine (1992) noted that the terminal velocity of micron-sized172

particles (resembling the haze) in Titan seas would be only of the order of cm/year – and thus easily173

stirred by tidal, wind-driven or thermal currents. If the burden of suspended sediment is high, the bulk174

viscosity could be increased, damping waves further than would be predicted from the liquid175

composition alone.176

In sum, given the range of plausible liquid properties on Titan (table 1), the wave generation threshold177

could vary by a factor of 2 or more – see Figure 3, and thus it is harder than on Earth to suggest a178

specific value. A strong possibility exists , however, that some Titan lakes may be somewhat ‘tarry’ and179

thus reluctant to form waves.180

181

4. Titan Lake Surface Wind Predictions182

We now compare the threshold with estimates of near-surface winds over Titan lakes, for which there183

are at present no direct observations. We thus use models. TitanWRF is a global model of Titan's184

atmosphere from the surface to about 400km, adapted from the limited area WRF (Weather Research185

and Forecasting) model that is used extensively in terrestrial weather prediction. Wind predictions for186

the lowest grid cell in the TitanWRF GCM (~90m altitude) were extracted over two major lake targets,187

Ontario Lacus in the south and Kraken Mare in the north, and are shown in Figures 4 and 5. In188

particular, the winds during epochs of Cassini radar observations are noted. TitanWRF predictions for189
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low level winds can vary depending on the parameters used in a given simulation (e.g. the amount of190

horizontal diffusion applied within the model). However, the typical wind speeds and the basic variation191

in zonal wind with height agree with the measurements made by the Huygens Doppler Wind192

Experiment (as shown in, e.g. Folkner et al., 2006). Specifically, the features of the Huygens wind193

profile, namely low near-surface winds, then easterlies peaking at a few km, then westerlies aloft, are194

reproduced correctly, although there are some significant differences in details. At this location and195

time, TitanWRF somewhat underestimates the observed near-surface westerlies below 1km from ~ -0.7196

to +0.1m/s (compared to an observed range of ~-1.0 to 1.2 m/s). TitanWRF also predicts strong197

easterlies, peaking at >3m/s between ~6 and 11km (Huygens observed similar peak wind speeds but at198

~3km), with westerlies not predicted until above ~15km (whereas Huygens observed westerlies of a few199

m/s at this altitude, suggesting the cross-over from easterlies to westerlies occurred lower). The gross200

behavior of the model, in terms of seasonal variation of zonal winds, agrees with other models, none of201

which reproduces all present observations (a notable challenge is to reproduce the winds implied by the202

equatorial dunes, Lorenz and Radebaugh, 2009).203

Some support for the TitanWRF predictions over the lakes is given by an independent GCM by Tokano204

(2009). He predicts friction speeds (a more direct measure of wind stress) of 0.07 m/s at a hypothetical205

75oN lake. Adopting a drag coefficient of 0.002, this friction speed corresponds to a freestream speed of206

~1.6 m/s, rather commensurate with the TitanWRF results. A slight difference in the models is that the207

peak windspeed occurs early in the summer in TitanWRF, but at or just after the solstice in Tokano208

(2009).209

We can see that if the wave threshold is 0.7m/s or less, waves will not have occurred anywhere210

observed on Titan yet (which is consistent with their nondetection, although a robust upper limit on211

wave roughness has not been established for the T25-T30 SAR observations), and waves on Ontario212
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Lacus will not be observed by Cassini at all. On the other hand, waves can be expected to occur during213

upcoming northern sea observations if the threshold windspeed is ~1 m/s, notably on T64 in December214

2009, and on T86 and T91 early in the next decade. If the threshold is more than 1.5-2 m/s, waves are215

not likely to occur at all in the present climatic regime. Note that evidence of wave action at Ontario216

may mean either that winds were higher in an earlier season in the present Titan (as suggested in figure217

4), or that wind stress was higher still in some historical climate regime, or that the wind threshold was218

lower in the past due to a more methane-rich composition than in the present epoch. Or some219

combination of these factors may have applied.220

221

222

5. Conclusions223

We estimate that a wind of 0.5-1 m/s should generate capillary waves on Titan in ‘clean’ methane-224

ethane-nitrogen lakes, and previous work has suggested that such wind could build over fetches of225

20km or more, leading to gravity waves with a 20cm wave height. However, we have noted the role of226

viscous damping in the wave energy balance, and that the likely amount of heavier hydrocarbons227

dissolved in lakes may provide enough viscosity to suppress wave growth, although further wind tunnel228

testing would be desirable to understand this effect better. The presence of heavier solutes is most229

likely in southern hemisphere lakes such as Ontario Lacus, which may have been evaporating in the230

present epoch (Hayes et al., in preparation; Aharonson et al., 2009; see also Barnes et al., 2009).231

Both the seasonal transport of methane over the last decade and the longer-term transport of ethane to232

the northern hemisphere in the present astronomical configuration, will tend to enrich the northern233

seas in more fluid components at the expense of Ontario Lacus, which may consequently be more234
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viscous and thus have a higher wave generation threshold at present than northern lakes. We therefore235

expect future observations of Ontario by Cassini (which will perforce be by Radar, since direct solar236

illumination is no longer available there now that autumnal equinox has passed) to continue to show no237

indication of waves.238

On the other hand, northern seas are expected to be exposed to stronger winds for the next few years239

through northern summer. Although radar altimetry is a particularly sensitive indicator of wave-240

roughening at the cm-scale via specular reflection(Wye et al., 2009), SAR imaging (T64, T86, T91) should241

also be able to place constraints on roughness, subject to assumptions about volume scattering,242

absorption coefficient and bottom reflection (Paillou et al. 2008; Notarnicola et al., 2008). In fact, radar243

backscatter at incidence angles similar to those used by Cassini SAR is routinely used to determine ocean244

surface winds on Earth – these observations (e.g. NASA’s Quickscat, or the Advanced Scatterometer245

ASCAT on ESA’s Metop satellite) measure each location from two directions to determine wind direction246

as well as strength . If Titan wind models can be adequately validated with other data, comparison of247

upcoming observations with those acquired when winds were lower in 2006-2007 (T25-T30) may allow a248

wind threshold to be inferred, and perhaps some constraints derived on the lake viscosity. Additionally,249

as the sun rises above the northern hemisphere seas, optical observations of the glitter pattern around250

the solar specular point may allow an independent constraint on sea surface roughness (Cox and Munk,251

1960) to be determined, albeit subject to assumptions about scattering in the atmosphere. The252

geometrical requirements for observing such glints on high-latitude bodies of liquid meant that a253

previous search (West et al., 2005) for optical specular reflections was unsuccessful. Finally, radio254

frequency experiments with similar scattering geometry to sunglint observations can be made as255

‘bistatic scattering’ observations with Cassini’s Radio Science Subsystem (RSS).256
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Finally, we note in passing that interest in extraterrestrial wave generation is not confined to Titan. The257

detection of optical glints in lightcurves of extrasolar planets has been suggested as a means of258

detecting oceans of liquid water and thereby inferring possible habitability of such planets (e.g. Williams259

and Gaidos, 2008, Cowan et al., 2009). The existence of a detectable glint depends, however, on the260

ocean roughness, which will depend on the atmospheric density as well as its windspeed.261

Furthermore, many extrasolar planets and their satellites may be more Titan-like (Lunine, 2009) than262

Earth-like, considering the abundance of faint M-dwarfs in the galaxy. Improved understanding of wave263

generation in general, which would benefit from wind tunnel experiments to explore the influence of264

various parameters, is therefore important, and forthcoming Cassini observations may serve to motivate265

such work.266
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363

364

Figure Captions365

Figure 1. Wave height in water measured as a function of windspeed by Kahma and Donelan (1988)366

compared with measurements at a shorter fetch by Lorenz et al. (2005). The lower viscosity of Kerosene367

appears to roughly compensate for the shorter fetch. WIndspeed thresholds are from the literature368

summarized by Kahma and Donelan (1988).369

Figure 2. Aerial photo by the first author of Lake Eyre in South Australia in July 2009. The lake is370

exceptionally shallow (meters deep yet hundreds of km across) and its margins where the depth is only371

millimeters form a band where capillary waves are damped – on typical beaches this band is only a few372

cm wide, but Eyre is shallow enough that this damped area is several tens of meters across. This margin373

appears bright because the geometry here permits a specular reflection of the bright sky towards the374

sun, whereas the main part of the lake to the left is rough and reflects the overall darker sky.375

376

Figure 3. Height of capillary waves in water at various temperatures as measured by Kahma and377

Donelan (1988) in a wind tunnel with freestream flowspeed of 3.3 m/s and a fetch of 4.5m. The data378

have been plotted against tabulated viscosity of water at the relevant temperatures – the strong379

dependence of wave height on viscosity is evident, and the predicted viscosity of Titan lakes containing380

heavy compounds (table 1) is higher than the maximum for water. The dynamic pressure of terrestrial381

air at 3.3 m/s corresponds to Titan winds of 1.6 m/s.382
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Figure 4. Near-surface windspeeds (calculated in the TitanWRF model at ~90m altitude) over Ontario383

Lacus as a function of solar longitude Ls. Winds are strongest, peaking at 1.5-2 m/s in early southern384

summer (Ls~200-240). Cassini observations have been and will be exclusively when low winds (<0.5385

m/s) are predicted. The VIMS T38 observation in December 2007 was at Ls=340o.386

387

Figure 5. Near-surface (90m) windspeed predicted by the TitanWRF GCM for a gridcell roughly in the388

center of the large northern hemisphere sea Kraken Mare. It is seen that the SAR observations during389

the nominal mission (T25-T30) took place in the somewhat calm late winter. The upcoming T64390

observation is in early spring (Ls~4o) where winds are picking up. The most likely chance to observe391

waves appears to be on the T86 SAR and T91 altimetry observations, while winds are expected to392

decline by the summer solstice, at which (T126) Cassini may make a final observation.393

394
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395

Table 1. Physical properties of candidate Titan lake compositions and comparison fluids. Top section396

denotes assumed conditions and composition, X denoting mole fraction of the respective component.397

The Cordier (simp) compositions denote a simplified variant of the Cordier (2009) composition where all398

compounds heavier than propane are lumped with propane, to determine the effect of the butane399

fraction.400

401
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402

Figure 1. Wave height in water measured as a function of windspeed by Kahma and Donelan (1988)403

compared with measurements at a shorter fetch by Lorenz et al. (2005). The lower viscosity of Kerosene404

appears to roughly compensate for the shorter fetch. WIndspeed thresholds are from the literature405

summarized by Kahma and Donelan (1988).406

407
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408

Figure 2. Aerial photo by the first author of Lake Eyre in South Australia in July 2009. The lake is409

exceptionally shallow (meters deep yet hundreds of km across) and its margins where the depth is only410

millimeters form a band where capillary waves are damped – on typical beaches this band is only a few411

cm wide, but Eyre is shallow enough that this damped area is several tens of meters across. This margin412

appears bright because the geometry here permits a specular reflection of the bright sky towards the413

sun, whereas the main part of the lake to the left is rough and reflects the overall darker sky.414

415
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416

417

Figure 3. Height of capillary waves in water at various temperatures as measured by Kahma and418

Donelan (1988) in a wind tunnel with freestream flowspeed of 3.3 m/s and a fetch of 4.5m. The data419

have been plotted against tabulated viscosity of water at the relevant temperatures – the strong420

dependence of wave height on viscosity is evident, and the predicted viscosity of Titan lakes containing421

heavy compounds (table 1) is higher than the maximum for water. The dynamic pressure of terrestrial422

air at 3.3 m/s corresponds to Titan winds of 1.6 m/s.423

424
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425

Figure 4. Near-surface windspeeds (calculated in the TitanWRF model at ~90m altitude) over Ontario426

Lacus as a function of solar longitude Ls. Winds are strongest, peaking at 1.5-2 m/s in early southern427

summer (Ls~200-240). Cassini observations have been and will be exclusively when low winds (<0.5428

m/s) are predicted. The VIMS T38 observation in December 2007 was at Ls=340o.429

430
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431

Figure 5. Near-surface (90m) windspeed predicted by the TitanWRF GCM for a gridcell roughly in the432

center of the large northern hemisphere sea Kraken Mare. It is seen that the SAR observations during433

the nominal mission (T25-T30) took place in the somewhat calm late winter. The upcoming T64434

observation is in early spring (Ls~4o) where winds are picking up. The most likely chance to observe435

waves appears to be on the T86 SAR and T91 altimetry observations, while winds are expected to436

decline by the summer solstice, at which (T126) Cassini may make a final observation.437

438



------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Context Pure Pure Rain Rain Pure Pure Ref Cordier Cordier Cordier Cordier Water Liquid Toluene

CH4 CH4 C2H6 C2H6 (simp) (simp) Nitrogen

T (K) 94 92 90 94 92 94 90 94 90 94 290 77 293

X[C2H6] 100 100 74 74 74 74

X[N2] 25 25 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

X[CH4] 100 100 75 75 10 10 10 10

X[C3H8] 7 7 15.5 15.5

X[C4H10] 8.5 8.5

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Density (kg/m3) 454 456 531 518 650 647 662 658 654 650 1000 800 867

Specific Heat Cp (kJ/kgK) 3.29 3.29 3.21 3.25 2.25 2.27 2.35 2.4 2.39 2.42 4.2 2.05 1.67

Sound Speed (m/s) 1574 1589 1294 1260 1985 1975 2026 1905 2028 1931 1482 945 1345

Viscosity (uPa.s) 208 222 167 151 1246 1141 1736 1423 1528 1263 1000 155 585

k (W/m/k) 0.229 0.232 0.192 0.18 0.252 0.251 0.248 0.245 0.245 0.244 0.6 0.13 0.134

Refractive Index 1.287 1.272 1.38 1.33 1.497

Dielectric Constant 1.65 1.61 1.917 1.4 2.4

Surface Tension (N/m) 1.80E-02 1.80E-02 0.073 0.03 0.028

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Table 1. Physical Properties of Candidate Titan Lake Compositions and comparison fluids. Top section denotes assumed conditions and composition, X denoting mole fraction of

the respective component. The Cordier (simp) compositions denote a simplified variant of the Cordier (2009) composition where all compounds heavier than propane are

lumped with propane, to determine the effect of the butane fraction.


